12th July 2011

Three men and their horses a tale of the Cotswold ride June 2011

This year at the beginning of June saw the third bridleways ride for three senior riders [Bob
Milton, Mike van Ostrum and Ron Reitdyk from the area at the junction of NE Hampshire/ NW
Surrey and southern Berkshire. This time it was to the Cotswolds, spanning an area from
Cirencester to Birdlip. The three of us have enjoyed many of these rides concentrating on the
scenery and fine dining rather than the normal winter pursuit of drag hunting with the RMA
Sandhurst Drag Hunt.
We all met at a private yard [Moor Wood Farm] in Woodmancote nr Nth Cerney on the Macmillan
Way where the horses were to be stabled over night and we were to park up the horse transport for
the next three days, whilst the intrepid travellers set up the over night camp in the Bathurst Arms.
The horses were well looked after as were we, with good food and excellent wine from one of the
largest and most expensive cellars I have seen in a pub.
The following morning washed and shaved we gathered in the restaurant for the required full
English breakfast to sustain us over the following three hours before lunch and set off southwards
following the BHS Cotswolds Ride 3 on sections 11 and 18

We rode down the valley bridleway from the stables into the quiet of this rather sparsely populated
part of the Cotswolds to work our way under the A417 to Duntisbourne House [where we left the
BHS ride section 9] and on to Daglingworth and Cirencester Park. As always it does not take
riders long to come across difficulties in trying to negotiate bridleways out in the countryside,
difficult gates, overgrown tracks, some even completely disappeared
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We need the map as it was not always clear where to go,

Then when we got there it was really difficult with self closing gates, new fences with narrow
pedestrian gates on a bridleway and wayward farm furniture.
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On through some typical woodland up a coomb and along a field boundary with only a very
narrow track left by the ploughing and barbed wire along side it. Onto the village were we met a
delightful garden opposite the house to which it belongs with boxing hares and pleached hornbeam
lining a canal.

The route then missed the main part of the village where again the bridleway has been restricted
with tree planting and had electric fencing along it, making for concentrated riding.

Coming out at Primrose Cottage, where the gate did not open fully we had trouble with our large
horses as the gate kept on closing before we were through. At last we were into the Cirencester
Estate where access for equestrians is by permission and very welcome with horse stiles in and out
and no gates just good tracks and the wonderful Broad Ride to Sapperton and lunch.
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Some of the signs were a bit confusing at first but the carpet of common orchids was a sight to
behold. On to the Bell at Sapperton and lunch,with the fine weather and the designated horse parking
area with a hitching rail we were able to relax and partake of lunch.

Unfortunately we had two geldings and a mare so after some squealing we moved the mare to the
end which resulted in a kicking match between the two geldings and a bit of damage to Mr Jolly my
horse. With lots of clean water from the ramblers outside toilet we washed every thing off and all
seemed well.
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Getting out of Sapperton was fraught with gated bridleways that closed too quickly, or would not
open properly, as well as rampant ponies, one a colt running up and down the paddock fence.

Getting out was even more difficult due to erosion , vegetation and a gate that would not open, but
when opened self closed immediately.

The afternoon was a real climb up on the top of the valley on the Macmillan Way, where we
rejoined the BHS Cotwolds Ride 3 at section 7, then left down through Dinbury Park over the ford
and around to the Edgeworth estate. We then followed the forest valley north. Before we got to the
estate the route took us through a beautifully restored Cotswold farm where the BW ran up the road.
Here the owners have diverted the route sideways through a bridle gate, this time not self closing, so
it was a pleasure to close it.
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On up and past the new polo club and farm where it was nice to watch the practice chukkas, but
getting out through almost un-openable field gates and then trying to get out through eclectic fencing
rather spoilt the effect.

we rode on to the Edgeworth Estate which is very quite and beautiful with marsh plants all along the
valley floor and white butterfly orchids in the woods. We pasted some stunning houses, lakes and a
very novel deer gate
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And so on to Winstone [BHS Cotswold ride 3 section 2] to stay with the Parsons at the Rectory. The
house is beautiful and comfortable with hunting prints and pictures on every wall. The horses were
turned out into an enormous adjacent paddock well really a field. Mrs Parsons is an accomplished
chef [Cordon Blue School of Cooking]. What a coincidence when we found out that Mr Parsons
brother was at Sandhurst and was for many years the RMA Drag Hunt Point to Point secretary and
well known to us, and I had only the previous week been to Highgrove for the garden tour and Mrs
Parsons was leading the tour in front.

The horses even tried to do some weeding and pruning from the ha-ha

After a good soak I retired to read the paper whilst the others went to the pub for a beer before a
lovely supper shared with a Japanese couple that had just arrived via Heathrow and who were on
their way to Stratford.

End of Day 1
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